Estimated Award Amount: $100,000 (direct costs only)
JHU Nomination Limit: 1

**Deadlines:**
- Internal Application: June 4, 2021
- Full Application: June 30, 2021

---

**Opportunity Summary:**
For each Nominee selected for the Individual Biomedical Research Award, the sponsoring participating institution will receive a Hartwell Fellowship to fund one postdoctoral candidate selected from areas of biomedical science who exemplifies the values of Foundation. Each Fellowship will provide support for two years at $50,000 direct cost per year.

Selection of Fellows – The Fellowship may only support scientists and biomedical engineers who have completed a Ph.D. or equivalent doctorate and are still in the early stages of career development. Fellowship funds may not be used to extend or complete clinical training. Institutions should select awardees that are most likely to make best use of funding.

**Eligibility & Requirements:**
- Hartwell Fellows must hold a PhD or equivalent doctorate and be citizens of the United States.
- The Fellowship mentor may not be a Hartwell Investigator currently funded as a recipient of an Individual Biomedical Research Award.
- Fellowship funds will be available in July of the year of the Award announcement and Fellows must commence their postdoctoral training no later than November 1 in the same year, or risk that the Foundation may rescind the Fellowship to the Institution.
- Fellows may generally use funds for salary, health insurance, or travel related to a scientific meeting; but not for the purchase of supplies or equipment or other fringe benefits without permission from the Foundation.

**Internal Nomination Process:**
Interested applicants should complete their application at the following link: https://jhu.infoready4.com/#competitionDetail/1841120. Requirements are listed below.

**NOTE:** Additional Proposal Requirements for This Competition are Included on InfoReady

1. Proposal (maximum of two pages of text only, single spaced; 12-pt font and one-inch margins) Note: figures, tables, and other reference material may be included in addition to the 2 pg. text limit
2. Supplemental Figures (optional; maximum of three-pages)
3. Curriculum Vitae of Candidate, including current external research support and publications (3 pages max)
4. Letter of Recommendation from Candidate’s mentor or supervisor.

Click Here to Apply

Questions? Comments? Email the Office of Foundation Relations at FoundationRelations@jhu.edu.